A webinar is an online seminar that turns a presentation into a real-time conversation from anywhere in the world. Webinars allow large groups of participants to engage in online discussions or training events and share audio, documents or slides – even when they’re not in the same place as the meeting host or in the same room where the event or presentation is taking place.

**DAY 2 SESSIONS**
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Euro Optometry 2021: Advancement in the Ophthalmology Treatment

The conference offers a platform for advancements in various fields of ophthalmology, including:
- Pediatric Ophthalmology
- Neuro-ophthalmology
- Refractive Surgery
- Retina & its Disorders
- Strabismus
- Cornea Disorders and Treatments
- Uveitis
- Glaucoma
- Ophthalmology Surgery
- Optometry and Vision Science

Benefits:
- International Speaker Certification
- Hard copy of Conference Souvenir, ID card and certificate will be sent to your address
- Online publication of the abstract in the conference website
- Abstract publication in the conference proceeding with the unique DOI given
- Exclusive Speaker Pages in relation with the conference website for registered speakers and Organizing Committee Members
- Special Publication discount benefits as a conference attendee
- Group Registration discounts
- Nominations for Best Poster Award
- International Networking
- Scientific Association, Collaboration and many more!

Conference Director:
Jessica Jones
Euro Optometry 2021
WhatsApp: +44 7588 859407
events@conferenceseries.com

Registration Prices:
- Speaker Registration €289
- Delegate Registration €189

https://eurooptometry.ophthalmologyconferences.com/